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A gain in detection sensitivity of more than 3 orders of magnitude has been achieved in high-resolution
solid-state13C NMR of monocrystalline fluorene doped with acridine by applying optical nuclear polarization
(ONP) via excited triplet states to protons and transferring this proton polarization to the13C nuclei. This
sensitivity gain was utilized to measure the angular dependence (rotation pattern) of the13C NMR lines. In
this way the principal values and orientations of all13C chemical shielding tensors were determined. While
the 13C shielding tensor of the bridging methylene group exhibits only a small anisotropy, at the aromatic
carbon positions the typical strong anisotropy is observed. All tensors belonging to the same molecule have
one principal axis, perpendicular to the molecular plane, in common, showing that in the crystal lattice the
fluorene molecule is in a planar configuration. The experimental data are compared to ab initio calculations
employing optimized geometries and gauge included atomic orbitals density functional theory (GIAO DFT).
The orientations of all calculated tensors are in excellent agreement with the experimental data. On an absolute
scale the calculated shielding parameters reproduce the experimental values reasonably well. A significant
improvement of the calculated eigenvalues is achieved by shifting the tensors employing data from calculations
of benzene and methane.

Introduction

The chemical shielding (CS) and its anisotropy reflect the
local bonding structure. Since for a quantitative interpretation
a theoretical modeling is necessary, many approaches with
different levels of sophistication for calculating CS have been
published and experimentally tested on model compounds.
These approaches range from the classic self-consistent-field
(SCF)55 and gauge origin independent (GIAO)27,48calculations
via GIAO ab initio calculations,18,60 individual gauge for
localized orbitals (IGLO),34,49 localized orbital/localized origin
(LORG)28 calculations, and polarization propagator approxima-
tion (PPA)25 to the recent continuous transformation of origin
of current density (CTOCD).36 Newer, more sophisticated
techniques also include electron correlation effects, such as the
multiconfiguration self-consistent-field method MCSCF,15,53the
multiconfiguration MC-IGLO56 approach, the coupled cluster
CC33 technique, the Møller-Plesset perturbation theories MP2-
GIAO,57 MP3-GIAO,22 and MP4-GIAO,24 and the second-order
polarization propagator approximation (SOPPA), which was
combined with LORG to second-order (LORG SOLO).10

Recent reviews of these calculations can be found in refs 16
and 21.

For organic molecules of intermediate size such quantum
chemical calculations have achieved only recently a sufficient

level of accuracy for allowing a quantitative correlation with
experimental data. In many cases only the isotropic part of the
chemical shielding is evaluated, while for the full analysis all
six tensor elements describing magnitude and orientation have
to be considered (possible antisymmetric contributions of the
CS tensor are neglected, since they do not contribute to the NMR
frequencies50). Correspondingly, the experimental determination
requires single-crystal measurements and their rotation pattern.

For the important case of carbon nuclei such a full set of
data is available only in a few cases because of experimental
difficulties. 13C has only 1% natural abundance and a com-
paratively small gyromagnetic ratio, resulting in small signal
amplitude; moreover, the spin-lattice relaxation time in com-
pounds without mobile groups is slow and thus makes signal
acquisition slow and tedious.

Such low detection sensitivity has been from the early days
of solid state nuclear magnetic resonance one of its most severe
limitations; on the other hand, this basic disadvantage stimulated
active research on methods of sensitivity enhancement, which
not only led to astounding signal-to-noise improvements but
also gave deep insight in the physics of spin systems. Dynamic
nuclear polarization (DNP) schemes1,30,44and double-resonance
techniques employing direct or indirect detection9,29,37 are
prominent examples. The various double-resonance techniques
obtain their sensitivity enhancement in two alternative ways.
Optical detection of magnetic resonance (ODMR) increases
sensitivity via a quantum transformation, i.e., the conversion
of low energy rf quanta with small detection probability to
optical quanta of higher energy and therefore higher detection
probability. Proton enhancement45-47 and DNP techniques, on
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the other hand, increase sensitivity by increasing the sample
magnetization by using an auxiliary reservoir of spins that can
be polarized fast and effectively to generate spin order which
in a following step is transferred to the spin system to be
observed.

In the study presented here we use the technique of optical
nuclear polarization (ONP) for efficient13C NMR sensitivity
enhancement, allowing us to obtain full rotation patterns in three
independent planes for all carbon positions in fluorene (C13H10).

Optical Nuclear Polarization

Optical nuclear polarization (ONP) is one version of the
above-mentioned polarization-transfer methods. It makes use
of the high electron spin polarization generated in the course
of an optical pumping cycle. First experiments40,41 on pure
anthracene single crystals showed an increase of the proton
polarization up to 3 orders of magnitude as compared to thermal
polarization. Later investigations on several other molecular
crystals (for example refs 7, 13, 32, 35, 43, 52, 54) showed
that ONP is a rather common phenomenon in molecular crystals.
In a typical ONP experiment, optically active molecules are
photoexcited into a short-lived paramagnetic triplet state the
polarization of which is used as source of spin order. In this
way proton polarization levels of more than 40%31 have been
achieved. Further studies2,4,12showed that ONP works also with
nonproton spins (13C, 2H).

ONP has several advantages, as compared to other dynamic
polarization schemes:

(a) In general the excitation cycle is passed several times
during a single experiment, because the cycle time is much
shorter than the spin-lattice relaxation time of the nuclei
determining the useful polarization time. This usually leads to
accumulation of the polarization in the ground state, with the
ONP active centers serving as polarization pumps.

(b) Polarization is created much faster by optical pumping
than by thermal processes, which may require several hours in
molecular crystals.

(c) The optically created triplet states, which are used in the
ONP experiment, are short-lived. Therefore they do not
influence the spectroscopy of the polarized nuclei.

(d) The electronic polarization is not limited by the Boltzmann
factor; the optically created electronic polarization is usually
much higher.

Despite this enormous gain in spin order, ONP has rarely
been utilized for sensitivity enhancement in high-resolution
solid-state NMR. A major reason lies in the fact that the
efficiency of the ONP, i.e., the level of created polarization,
depends strongly on the strength and direction of the external
magnetic field. Optimum conditions for polarization are fields
B0 below 0.1 T with orientation ofB0 parallel to a fine structure
principal axis of the involved triplet state. The sensitivity and
resolution of the NMR detection, on the other hand, increases
strongly with growingB0 field.

To see how these factors affect the individual steps of the
optical spin polarization cycle, the whole process is briefly
summarized: The starting point is the singlet ground state S0

of an optically active molecule in the external fieldBp. Light
irradiation leads to its excitation into a metastable triplet state
T1, usually via an intermediate excited singlet state. Due to
selection rules governing the excitation and/or decay of T1 (e.g.,
symmetry selection in the intersystem crossing), the three
electronic spin sublevels exhibit different population numbers,
corresponding to electronic spin order (OEP) in the triplet state.

By means of hyperfine coupling this order of electronic spins
is partially transferred to neighboring nuclear spins. Particular
transfer mechanisms are (a) mixing of state,14 (b) cross
relaxation with joint electronic and nuclear spin flips,5 and (c)
resonant irradiation of radio frequencies.17,59 The short-lived
T1 state decays back into S0, but this process does not affect
the nuclear spin orientation. Thus, we obtain ground-state spin
polarization. Spin diffusion leads to distribution of this localized
polarization among the matrix nuclei. By repetitive execution
of such optical pumping cycles nuclear polarization is ac-
cumulated. Finally, the magnetic field is set on resonance with
the observation frequency and the pulse sequence for NMR
detection is applied. Correspondingly, the main factors for
achieving high polarization levels are (a) sufficient number of
excitable molecules in contact with the nuclear spins of interest;
(b) high photon flux for effective excitation plus high triplet
yield with pronounced sublevel selectivity; (c) hyperfine interac-
tion strong enough to transfer electronic polarization to nuclear
spins in short times, before thermalization of the triplet spin
order has occurred; (d) sufficiently fast triplet decay to avoid
optical saturation; (e) efficient spin diffusion within the ground
state; and (f) slow nuclear spin-lattice relaxation to allow
exploitation of repetitive optical pumping cycles and to ensure
conservation of spin order during the transfer to high field and
until detection.

In principle, all of these factors depend on the particular
nuclear spin species, e.g., on its abundance or its magnetic
moment. In particular for localized triplet states insufficient
ground-state spin diffusion can establish a serious bottleneck,
because the nuclear polarization is created only at ONP active
sites. In the case of low concentration of guest molecules, the
situation can arise that soon all ONP active sites are highly
polarized while the bulk of the matrix will get only low
polarization. This case has for example been found in inves-
tigations of2H ONP of fluorene doped with acridine.4 13C at
natural abundance is another example of inefficient spin
diffusion, because of its small gyromagnetic ratio, low abun-
dance, and wide spectral range. However in this case the
bottleneck can be effectively circumvented by using an indirect
approach. The reservoir of1H spins with its efficient spin
diffusion is used as an intermediate storage for the ONP created
at the polarization field, and in a second step after switching to
the detection fieldB0 conventional1H-13C cross-polarization
is applied for enhancing the13C signal.

Experimental Section

Spectrometer. A description of our ONP spectrometer for
proton polarization is given in ref 3. By means of a precision
probe transfer the sample can be polarized between 0 and 0.1
T and the observation performed at 7.04 T. The present
experiments are performed using an improved setup, which we
shall describe briefly here.

The main experimental problem which rules out field-
switching solutions by electric current control is due to opposing
requirements concerning the external magnetic field for polar-
ization and observation. For polarization, the highest efficiency
is expected for fields typically well belowBP ) 0.1 T, while
for good detection sensitivity and spectral resolution observation
fields B0 above 4 T are desirable, in particular for nuclei with
a low gyromagnetic ratio such as13C.

For our ONP experiment we use a mechanic field-cycling
technique (see timing scheme, Figure 1) with two magnets in a
tandem configuration with a common field axis along which
the NMR probe is shuttled in a guiding cylinder.6 One magnet
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is a commercial cryomagnet with a field ofB0 ) 7.04 T for the
NMR detection; the other one, used for the polarization field
BP, is constructed as a pair of Helmholtz coils. The actual
polarization field is a superposition of the field of the Helmholtz
coils and the fringe field (about 52.4 mT at the sample position)
of the superconducting magnet.BP can be varied between 0
and 160 mT by use of a Hall control circuit. To avoid
distortions of the detection field, the polarization magnet is
switched off during signal acquisition.

For all measurements a specially designed NMR probe is used
with windows for light irradiation and a precise crystal goni-
ometer, which defines the coordinate system for sample rotation
(xGON, yGON, zGON). The sample is glued to a small quartz glass
rod which is fixed inside a cog wheel. To allow different sample
orientations for observation and polarization, the whole probe
including the goniometer is pneumatically moved in the guiding
cylinder. The transport time is around 3 s. During the transport,
the orientation of the sample is automatically changed from the
polarization position to the detection position. The efficiency
of the ONP process depends strongly on the strength and
direction of the polarization fieldBp. All measurements in the
ab-plane are performed by polarizing the protons at a field of
Bp ) 8.5 mT parallel to they-axis of the radical pair fine
structure tensor which lies in theab-plane 10.5° away from the
a-axis. The measurements in theac- andxz-plane are performed
by polarizing the protons at a field ofBp ) 8.0 mT oriented
along thex-axis of the radical pair fine structure tensor which
coincides with the crystalc-axis. For exact timing, the whole
ONP cycle is computer controlled using a VME bus system. A
more detailed description of the apparatus will be given
elsewhere.

NMR detection is performed at a13C Larmor frequency of
75 MHz, employing a commercial spectrometer connected to a
UNIX workstation for data analysis. The13C spectra were
calibrated with respect to TMS by using the well-known13C
positions of adamantane as an intermediate standard. The
typical 90° pulse width is about 1.8µs both for protons and
carbons, and the optimized contact time for the1H 13C cross-
polarization is 3 ms. The spectral resolution, measured via the
line width after shimming (spherical water sample), is 0.1 ppm.
For light irradiation a 100 W Hg lamp is used in combination
with an IR and a 370 nm UV cutoff filter to minimize thermal
deterioration of the crystal. The typical irradiation time was
30 s.

Samples and Preparation. The fluorene material used for
our experiments was synthesized and highly purified by
extensive zone refining The nominal doping concentration in
the melt was 1000 ppm of acridine. Single crystals were grown
by the Bridgman technique. Out of a single crystal a cube of
approximately 4 mm length was cut, oriented by use of an
optical two-circle goniometer and a polarizing microscope, and

finally glued onto the top of a quartz glass sample holder. The
accuracy achieved by this orientation method was better than
2°. The exact orientation of the sample was determined by the
angular dependence of the NMR transition frequencies.

In the literature, there exist several slightly different crystal
structures of fluorene. Either a planar configuration of the
carbons was found,8,11 which corresponds to molecularC2V
symmetry, or a slightly bent arrangement (0.77° angle between
aromatic planes at room temperature) was measured,26 which
corresponds to molecularCs symmetry. Except for these
differences, the two newer X-ray investigations8,26 accord in
the following results: The orthorhombic fluorene unit cell
(Figure 2) contains four molecules in two magnetically in-
equivalent positions.

In the case ofC2V symmetry there is a unique choice of the
molecular axis system: the axis corresponding to theC2 rotation,
yMOL, and the normal vectors of the twoσv mirror planes,xMOL

andzMOL. In the case of theCs symmetry the only special axis
is the normal vector of theσh mirror plane, and there is an
ambiguity in the choice of the two remaining axes. Therefore
the following definition of the molecular axis system, which is
equivalent to theC2V case, is used: The molecularx-axis,xMOL,
is the normal of the mirror planeσh, the moleculary-axis,yMOL,
is the line defined by the carbons C7 and the middle of the line
from carbon C4 to carbon C4′, and the molecularz-axis is the
normal of the plane defined byxMOL andyMOL. For simplicity,
in the following the plane spanned by the molecularxMOL and
yMOL axes is called the molecular plane. When assumingC2V
symmetry of the molecule, this plane is identical to the aromatic
carbon plane. ThexMOL axis is identical with the crystalc-axis.

For the planar configuration8 the angle between the crystal
b-axis and the moleculary-axis yMOL is 34.4°. For the bent
configuration26 the angle between theyMOL and the crystalb-axis
is 33.9°. The long axes of all molecules are perpendicular to
the crystallographicab-plane.

For light irradiation a mercury lamp was used, allowing
effective excitation of the acridine singlet S2 state with
subsequent intersystem crossing to the lowest triplet T1 state.
T1 is a precursor of an efficient intermolecular hydrogen transfer
reaction leading to the formation of a fluorenyl-acridinyl radical
pair in its triplet state.23,39 The ONP discussed here results from
electronic spin order of this localized radical pair triplet state.
Its zero-field splitting tensor has two of its principal axes in
the crystallographicab-plane; therefore, all experiments are
performed with theBp field vector in this plane.

Figure 1. Timing scheme of the ONP-enhanced13C NMR experiment.

Figure 2. Fluorene molecule and unit cell of the fluorene single crystal
and definition of molecular and crystal axis system.
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Data Evaluation. The angular dependence of the NMR
transition frequencies was measured in theab and ac crystal
planes and in the molecularxzMOL plane. All line positions were
plotted as a function of the orientation of the detection field
(rotation patterns, Figures 4-6). In a first step the individual
NMR transitions (line positions) at the different orientations
were combined to sets of angular dependences. After assigning
all spectral lines, the parameters of eq 5 were calculated for all
lines. In this way all three rotation patterns were evaluated.
By comparing the resonance frequencies at the intersection axes
of the experimental planes, the parameters obtained from the
different planes could be assigned with respect to each other.
For each individual set of lines the CS tensor in the crystal axis
system was determined from these elements, and the principal
values and directions of the shielding interaction were calculated
by numerical diagonalization of their tensors. To account for

imperfections in the orientation of the crystals, the resulting
tensors were used to calculate all three rotation patterns and
the relative orientations of the three planes were optimized. The
final error in the relative orientations was less than 0.5°.

Chemical Shift Calculations. Fluorene (C13H10) is a rather
large molecule for ab initio calculations. To allow a treatment
of this system with reasonable effort, the ab initio calculations
were performed using some of the less sophisticated calculation
approaches and reference calculations of similar systems were
used to account for the errors caused by the models.

Because of the differences in the molecular structures found
by X-ray diffraction, a calculated molecular structure was chosen
as a starting point of the ab initio calculations of the CS shielding
tensors. All calculations were performed for the gas phase of
the molecule.

The chemical shift calculations were performed in the
following way: For the density functional (DFT) calculations
of the 13C shielding parameters a fully optimized geometry of
the fluorene molecule was used by employing the MM+
Molecular Modeling method (HYPERCHEM 4.5) followed by
a single-point GIAO NMR60 calculation using Gaussian 94
software.38 We selected three different basis sets for the
geometry optimization using the DFT51 method: 6-31G*
(small), 6-31+G* (medium), and 6-311++G** (large). At all
levels of theory a planar ring arrangement of the fluorene
molecule is predicted. For all GIAO NMR calculations the
standard notation for the basis set and geometry optimization
was used, for example DFT-B3PW91/6-311+G*//DFT-B3PW91/
6-31+G*. For calibrating our calculations against the usual
TMS standard the known geometry of methane and benzene
molecules was optimized using the same methods. Their
isotropic chemical shift was used (benzene for the aromatic parts
and methane for the methylene bridge) to adapt the calculated
fluorene tensors to the experimental results.

Theoretical Section

The mechanism of proton ONP in the fluorene/acridine
system is well understood, and in the present context the ONP
is used only as a spectroscopic tool for sensitivity enhancement.
Therefore no theoretical description of the ONP process is given
here. For a detailed description of the proton ONP phenomenon
itself the reader is referred to ref 54.

In the present work single-crystal studies of natural-abundance
13C NMR are performed. Due to the low13C concentration,
any homonuclear13C-13C interaction can be neglected. Under
conditions of proton decoupling, the13C rotating frame spin
Hamiltonian consists simply of the chemical shift term, which
can be described by the chemical shielding tensorσ5 represented
by a real, symmetric 3× 3 matrix:

Figure 3. Typical 13C CP spectrum after optical nuclear polarization
of the protons. The spectrum was obtained in the crystalab-plane at
an angle of-105° with respect to the crystala-direction.

Figure 4. Rotation pattern in the crystalab-plane (a ) 0°). The arrow
marks the angle where the spectrum shown in Figure 3 was measured.

Figure 5. Rotation pattern in the crystalac-plane (a ) 0°).

Figure 6. Rotation pattern in the molecularxzMOL-plane (xMOL ) 0°).
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At high magnetic fieldB0, only the secular part of the interaction
is effective. IfB0 points along thez-direction, one obtains

The secular componentσzz of the chemical shielding tensor
depends on the relative orientation ofB0 with respect to the
internal molecular coordinate system. IfbB is a unit vector
pointing into the direction of the magnetic field,

the tensor elementσzz is given as

A detailed description of the evaluation of orientation-dependent
NMR experiments on single crystals (rotation pattern) can be
found in ref 42. Here only some salient features are reproduced.
A rotation of the molecule, with respect to the single crystal, in
the goniometer around an axis, which is not parallel tobB, will
lead to an orientation dependence ofσzz. In particular if the
rotation axis is chosen as theyGON-axis perpendicular to the
magnetic field, one obtains

Thus by rotating the sample in thexzGON-plane, it is possible
to determine the tensor elements (σ11, σ31, σ13, andσ33) in the
laboratory frame, which, however, depend on the particular
orientation of the crystal in the goniometer. If several crystal
planes with known relative orientations are chosen, all elements
of the tensor can be determined, and from these elements the
whole tensor in the crystal frame can be constructed. Diago-
nalization of this tensor or, more generally, when several
inequivalent carbon positions are present in the molecule, of
all these tensors, gives the principal elements and directions of
the shielding tensors in the crystal frame, which are related to
the molecular geometry.

Results and Discussion

Experimental Results. Before analyzing the angular de-
pendence of the NMR transition frequencies in detail, some
general features of the results, which are evident from the
molecular and crystal structure of fluorene, will be discussed
(see Figure 2). There are two magnetically inequivalent fluorene
positions in the unit cell and 13 carbon atoms in each fluorene
molecule. Six of these carbon atoms are located in each of the
two benzene rings, and the last carbon is in the methylene group
(C7) between the rings. In the most general case, the fluorene
13C spectrum will consist of 26 distinct lines. In the planes of
symmetry of the crystal, lines of symmetry equivalent carbons
(with respect to the plane) will coincide, leading to a reduction
of the number of lines. The crystal symmetry is also reflected
in the angular dependence of the resonance frequencies in the
crystallographicab- andac-planes, because the rotation patterns
are symmetric with respect to the crystal axes. This can be
used as a guideline for the assignment of the angular dependence
to one of the two inequivalent molecular orientations or one of
the two aromatic rings. Another type of symmetry, which can
be exploited for the assignment, is the molecular symmetry of

the fluorene molecule. In the case of the planar gas-phase
configuration of the fluorene molecule, the molecularz-axis is
a principal axis of all13C tensors in the molecule. In principle
this molecular symmetry can be broken in the crystal, due to
intermolecular interactions, crystal packing effects, or asym-
metric motion of the molecule. Assuming that these effects
can be neglected in the fluorene crystal, it follows that for a
planar configuration of fluorene the molecularz-axis is still a
principal axis of all13C tensors.

Figure 3 shows a typical experimental13C NMR spectrum
after ONP and subsequent multiple contact cross-polarization
from the protons to the13C nuclei (four contacts). Sixteen
acquisitions are accumulated. With an optical pumping time
of 30 s and a field cycling time of 3 s the time for each scan is
around 40 s; accordingly the total time for obtaining one
spectrum is less than 15 min. This allows one to measure
rotation patterns in steps of 5°. Considering the estimated gain
in sensitivity by a factor of around 100 with respect to thermal
polarization of the proton reservoir, it becomes clear that with
standard techniques such studies are hardly feasible.

Several lines from inequivalent13C positions are clearly
resolved, and their spectral positions can be determined with
an accuracy of 0.2 ppm. Spectra of this kind have been
measured in the crystalab- andac-planes and in the molecular
xzMOL-plane, and the resulting line positions have been plotted
as a function of the orientation of the detection field (rotation
patterns).

B0 in the ab-Plane. Depending on the symmetry of the
fluorene molecule in the crystal the crystallographicab-plane
is either a molecularσv (C2V symmetry) orσh (Cs symmetry)
mirror plane of the fluorene molecule. For both possible
symmetries the two aromatic rings of the molecule are rendered
magnetically equivalent. Thus 14 lines, seven for each fluorene
molecule, are expected at maximum: six from the aromatic
carbons and one from the methylene group (C7). The resulting
rotation pattern is shown in Figure 4. The open circles mark
the experimental line positions, and the solid lines are the
calculated line positions using the results from a tensor fit. The
pattern can be roughly subdivided into three sets of lines: one
set of two lines varying in the range between 30 and 50 ppm
and two sets of lines varying in the range between 10 and 220
ppm, all of which have their minimum at-34° and +34°,
respectively. Since the latter two sets are mirror symmetric with
respect to the crystal axes, it is evident that these two sets of
lines have to be attributed to the two magnetically inequivalent
fluorene molecules. From the range of CS values of these lines,
it is evident that these lines have to be attributed to the aromatic
carbon positions. The remaining two lines between 30 and 50
ppm are assigned to the methylene groups (C7) of the two
magnetically inequivalent fluorene molecules.

B0 in the ac-Plane. The crystallographicac-plane is a crystal
mirror plane for the two magnetically inequivalent fluorene
molecules, rendering all molecules in the unit cell equivalent.
Thus for an arbitrary orientation in this plane, 13 lines are
expected: two times six from the aromatic carbons and one
from the methylene group. The resulting rotation pattern is
shown in Figure 5. The open circles mark again the experi-
mental line positions, and the solid lines are the calculated line
positions, using the results from the tensor fit. There are two
sets of lines visible in the rotation pattern: one set with CS values
in the range from 50 to 240 ppm and one set of lines (including
only a single line) at 50 ppm. Employing the same argumenta-
tion as above, the single line can be attributed to the C7 position
and the remaining 12 lines to the aromatic carbon positions.

Ĥ ) γIBB0(1 - σ5I)Î (1)

Ĥ ) γIB0(1 - σIzz)Î z (2)

bB ) BB0/B0 (3)

σzz) bBσ5bB (4)

σzz(æ) )
σ11 + σ33

2
+

σ11 - σ33

2
cos(2æ) +

σ13 + σ31

2
sin(2æ)

(5)
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B0 in the xz-Plane. In principle, the results from theab-
andac-planes are already sufficient to determine the13C CSA
tensors. However, none of these planes coincide with a plane
where the principal values of the tensors are expected, due to
the molecular symmetry of the fluorene molecule. Therefore,
additional measurements in the molecularxzMOL-plane were
performed. There is no direct symmetry relationship between
the lines of this molecule and the lines from the second,
inequivalent molecule. The resulting rotation pattern is shown
in Figure 6. Three different sets of lines are visible: one set
with two lines in the range from 30 to 50 ppm, which can be
attributed to two, inequivalent methylene (C7) positions, one
set of lines in the range from 10 to 230 ppm, which, because of
their higher anisotropy, can be attributed to the aromatic carbon
positions of the first molecule, corresponding to thexzMOL-plane,
and one set of lines in the range from 130 to 230 ppm, which
can be attributed to the aromatic carbon positions of the second
molecule. The latter two sets of lines intersect at the crystal
c-axis (Φ ) 0°). Since the molecularxMOL-axis of all molecules
coincides with the crystalc-axis, this angle is used to determine
the orientation of the molecularxMOL-axis.

Assignment of Tensors to Molecular Positions.In a next
step the different13C tensors were determined from the rotation
patterns. It was evident from the symmetry of the rotation
patterns which tensors belong to symmetry-related molecular
positions. The assignment of these tensors to individual
molecular positions was done in the following way:

(1) Compare the trace of the13C CSA tensor to the isotropic
value from13C solution NMR.

(2) Compare the principal axes directions to directions of bond
directions.

(3) Compare symmetry-related tensors.
(4) Compare the PAS directions of the experimental tensors

to the PAS directions of calculated tensors (see below).
With the exception of the molecular positions 5 and 6, all

tensors could be assigned employing the first three strategies,
because the isotropic CS and the direction of the-CH bond
allowed an unambiguous assignment. For the positions 5 and
6 however, the isotropic CS values nearly coincide and
additional information from the calculations was needed. The
result is displayed in Table 3, which shows the experimental
CS tensors and the orientation of these tensors in the molecular
plane.

Results from ab Initio Calculations. In a first step DFT
calculations (also SP GIAO RHF at MM+ and semiempirical
PM3 optimized geometry) were performed for methane and
benzene as reference compounds for basis sets of different
complexity (results not shown). The calculated structural
parameters for the reference compounds were in good agreement
with the experimental data from all applied methods. In a
second step the isotropic shielding parameters were calculated
for these geometries. The results depend strongly on the basis
set (methane 12 ppm, benzene 34 ppm difference between
calculations with small basis sets 3-21G and calculations with
large basis sets 6-311++G**) and on the starting geometry
(typically 5 ppm) used in the shielding calculations. In the same
way the structural parameters of the fluorene molecule in the
gas-phase approximation for different basis sets and geometries
were calculated. The DFT-predicted C-C bonds are in good
agreement with the planar experimental crystal structure (X-
ray data) of ref 8. Typical deviations between experimental
and calculated C-C bond lengths are 0.005-0.01 Å. The
MM+ method gives similar results, with the exception of the
C5-C5′ bond, which is strongly underestimated by about 0.07
Å. All calculated C-H bonds are close to the standard values
of about 1.09 Å for both DFT and MM+ optimization. The
differences between experimental and calculated C-H bond
length can be attributed to the well-known difficulties of locating
hydrogen atoms by X-ray diffraction.

Table 1 shows the results of a single-point GIAO CS
calculation on fluorene using the DFT method. The isotropic
shieldings and the anisotropy parameters are more influenced
by the chosen basis set than by the chosen geometry. The small
basis set calculation predicts too large isotropic shielding values.
Parallel to the enlarging of the basis sets, the calculated isotropic
shieldings decrease. There is a large gap (17 ppm) between
the isotropic shielding of ring carbon atoms, calculated with
the 6-31G* and 6-31+G* basis sets using DFT geometries at
the same level, with the results obtained with larger basis sets
(DFT/6-311++G**). For these larger sets, there are only small
differences caused by the applied geometry. Comparing these
calculated values with the experimental shielding data, it is
evident that the DFT predicts higher values of the fluorene13C
shielding anisotropy than found in our experiment. Typical
deviations between experimental and calculated values are in
the range 10-30 ppm (see Table 1).

TABLE 1: Effect of Basis Set and Geometry on DFT-B3PW91 Calculated13C Fluorene Shielding

A: Isotropic Shielding [ppm]

atom
no.

B3PW91/
6-31G*//6-31G*

B3PW91/
6-31+G*//6-31+G*

B3PW91/
6-311+G*//6-31+G*

B3PW91/
6-311++G**//6-311++G**

B3PW91/
6-311++G**//MM +

RHF/
6-311++G**//MM +

C1 73.77 73.59 57.06 57.07 51.73 56.57
C2 72.19 72.00 55.42 55.28 53.98 59.40
C3 71.71 71.49 55.12 55.07 52.54 57.85
C4 78.11 78.41 62.11 62.17 62.00 66.98
C5 56.70 55.52 38.68 39.01 44.43 50.15
C6 55.17 54.16 36.83 37.21 34.54 40.76
C7 156.00 155.87 145.81 145.75 145.51 159.08

B: Shielding Anisotropy [ppm]

atom
no.

B3PW91/
6-31G*//6-31G*

B3PW91/
6-31+G*//6-31+G*

B3PW91/
6-311+G*//6-31+G*

B3PW91/
6-311+G*//6-311++G**

B3PW91/
6-311++G**//MM +

RHF/
6-311++G**//MM +

C1 156.42 155.55 171.22 171.30 170.75 181.21
C2 162.60 161.55 177.94 178.61 173.82 183.02
C3 164.03 163.78 180.87 181.55 180.22 188.29
C4 158.15 157.26 171.91 172.58 168.73 177.06
C5 150.24 150.97 162.29 162.72 165.60 178.31
C6 158.71 160.16 172.29 173.13 165.82 179.94
C7 28.80 29.41 31.75 31.46 24.84 23.06
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A strong improvement of the calculated shielding parameters
is obtained if the calculated tensor eigenvalues are shifted in
the following way: reference calculations of benzene (for the
aromatic carbons) and methane (for the methylene carbon) are
performed on the same theoretical level and the deviation
between experimental and calculated isotropic chemical shifts
is determined. These values are used for modifying the fluorene
calculations. The result after such a shifting is shown in Table
2. In this case, there is a rather good agreement between
calculated and experimental shielding tensors. Such an agree-
ment is found for all levels of calculation, i.e., the larger
deviations of the smaller basis sets are canceled by the
equivalent deviations from the reference calculation.

Discussion

Unlike for systems with excitonic triplet states, where direct
polarization of 13C carbons is very efficient,2,4 in fluorene
crystals with the triplets localized near the acridine guest
molecules the indirect polarization via the1H reservoir is far
superior. In this way the NMR signal aquisition time can be
kept so short that rotation patterns with good signal/noise can
be measured with high angular resolution in a redundant number
of planes. The experimental accuracy allows the determination
of the tensor eigenvalues with an accuracy of(0.5 ppm and of
orientations in the molecular and the crystal coordinate frame
within (0.5°.

As an experimental example the13C solid-state NMR spectra
of fluorene single crystals after optical nuclear polarization have
been recorded in theab, ac-, andxzMOL crystal planes. From
the rotation patterns the13C chemical shielding tensors of all

13 fluorene carbon atoms have been determined. The orienta-
tions of these tensors in the molecular coordinate system of the
fluorene as well as in the crystal coordinate system of the
fluorene single crystal have been determined from the experi-
mental data with very high precision (0.5°). The principal
values of the aromatic13C chemical shielding tensors corroborate
previous results obtained at similar systems19 and exhibit the
typical strong shielding anisotropy of aromatic carbon atoms.
The principal axes systems of these tensors were found to be
closely linked to the molecular coordinate system of the fluorene
molecule. In particular all tensors have one principal axis in
common, which corroborates the planar nature of the fluorene
molecule (within 0.4°), as was suggested by X-ray work8 and
our own results from2H NMR measurements on fluorene single
crystals.4,12 This common z-axis is perpendicular to the
molecular plane. For the aromatic carbon atoms with a-CH
bond (carbon positions C1, C2, C3, and C4) the principal axis
corresponding to the largest principal value is in the direction
of this-CH bond. For the remaining aromatic carbon positions
(C5, C6) the direction corresponding to the largest principal
value is close (within 4°) to the C4-C5 bond direction for the
C5 carbon and close (within 4°) to the C1-C6 bond direction
for the C6 carbon. The13C chemical shielding of the methylene
carbon (C7) exhibits the typical small anisotropy of an sp3-
hybridized carbon.20,58 Due to this small anisotropy, the
determination of the principal axis system in the molecular
coordinate system is less accurate than for the aromatic carbon
atoms. From the molecular symmetry (planarity and molecular
y-axis being aC2 axis) it is evident that the principal axes of
this tensor are parallel to the molecular axes of the fluorene
molecule. The angle between thez-axes of the13C chemical
shielding tensors and the crystalb-axis is (34.2( 0.5)°, which
can be interpreted as being half the angle between the molecular
planes of the two inequivalent positions. This angle agrees
closely with the angle found from our2H NMR measurements
and with the value found from X-ray diffraction.8,26

The experimental tensor values are compared to calculated
tensor values from ab initio calculations employing single-point
GIAO NMR calculations. The calculated tensor eigenvalues
depend strongly on the chosen method, in particular on the
selected basis set. They are also, however to a smaller extent,
influenced by the assumed geometry of the molecule. The

TABLE 2: Comparison of Calculated and Experimental CS Tensors after Adjusting the Trace of the Calculated Tensors

chemical shift
components
σ(ii ) [ppm]

atom
no.
[11]

σii

exptl

DFT/
6-31G*//
6-31G*

DFT/
6-31+G*//
6-31+G*

DFT/
6-311+G*//
6-31+G*

DFT/
6-311++G**//
6-311++G**

DFT/
6-311++G**

//MM+

RHF/
6-311++G**

//MM+

σ(xx) C1 220.9 214.6 215.9 227.3 226.7 233.4 244.0
σ(xx) C2 235.7 221.5 222.9 234.9 234.7 232.5 241.6
σ(xx) C3 230.4 222.2 224.1 236.1 235.7 235.6 244.6
σ(xx) C4 211.7 209.1 209.3 219.5 219.1 217.9 227.1
σ(xx) C5 234.9 226.0 227.6 235.1 235.0 223.2 234.2
σ(xx) C6 231.9 225.1 226.3 234.9 234.8 235.5 246.7
σ(xx) C7 48.9 60.3 60.7 55.4 55.3 44.6 36.7
σ(yy) C1 142.9 141.1 137.9 137.3 138.0 138.2 135.1
σ(yy) C2 138.2 141.5 138.0 137.5 138.5 136.6 133.1
σ(yy) C3 141.8 142.8 139.3 138.9 139.7 140.7 136.6
σ(yy) C4 143.8 139.1 135.9 135.5 136.2 131.8 128.3
σ(yy) C5 157.0 159.8 159.2 160.1 160.0 159.5 155.8
σ(yy) C6 170.4 169.4 169.4 170.9 170.8 167.1 163.2
σ(yy) C7 36.6 45.9 44.3 38.8 38.8 44.2 31.9
σ(zz) C1 10.5 21.4 21.3 11.1 11.0 15.0 8.3
σ(zz) C2 10.0 18.9 18.9 8.3 7.9 10.7 4.3
σ(zz) C3 9.6 18.4 17.9 6.6 6.2 7.9 2.3
σ(zz) C4 5.3 16.0 15.3 5.6 5.0 6.1 0.7
σ(zz) C5 33.4 42.6 42.4 35.6 34.8 25.8 16.7
σ(zz) C6 28.6 38.5 37.7 30.6 29.7 35.5 25.0
σ(zz) C7 27.4 24.3 23.1 15.3 15.6 18.5 11.2

TABLE 3: Principal Values of Experimental Tensors [ppm],
Anisotropy ∆ [ppm], Asymmetry Parameter η, and
Experimental and Calculated Tensor Orientation (in deg)

atom no. σ(xx) σ(yy) σ(zz) σ(iso) |∆| |η| φ exptl φ calc

C1 221 143 11 125 114 0.68 71.8 71.7
C2 235 138 10 128 118 0.82 9.8 10.8
C3 230 142 9 127 118 0.75 -48.5 -48.6
C4 211 143 5 120 115 0.59-107.0 -105.1
C5 235 157 33 142 109 0.72 -45.7 -43.2
C6 232 170 28 143 115 0.54 10.2 7.0
C7 27 37 49 38 11 0.91 1.1 0.0
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calculated isotropic shielding values exhibit systematic devia-
tions from the experimental shielding. The calculated shielding
anisotropies are in a good agreement with the experimental
values, and the calculated PAS directions agree excellently with
the experimentally found PAS.

The accuracy of the isotropic shielding calculations can be
significantly improved by adjusting the trace of the calculated
tensor employing results from reference calculations of benzene
and methane, respectively. This gives a good agreement (within
10% of the size of the CS anisotropy) between calculated and
experimental13C chemical shielding tensor values on all levels
of sophistication. On this level the accuracy of calculated CS
parameters of larger molecules is thus found comparable to the
accuracy of small reference molecules, and the remaining
deviation, in particular for the more sophisticated basis sets,
might originate in crystal effects, which are not included in the
gas-phase calculations.

Summary and Conclusion

In summary, it has been shown that the combination of optical
nuclear polarization with standard cross-polarization techniques
allows detailed NMR spectroscopic studies in solid-state systems
with very unfavorable relaxation parameters. Applying this
method to monocrystalline fluorene doped with nominally 1000
ppm acridine, it was possible to determine the13C chemical
shielding tensors of all fluorene carbon position atoms and verify
the planar molecular structure of the fluorene molecule ground
state in the single crystal within 0.4°, which is comparable to
the accuracy obtainable from X-ray studies.
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